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Reminiscences Of A Stock Operator A Marketplace Book
This investment classic now includes bonus chapters where Jesse Livermore reveals his
investment strategies and market insights. Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is a fictionalized
story based on the trading career of Jesse Livermore. It follows his journey from the age of 15
when he made his first $1,000 to becoming a Wall Street legend. See how he learned the ins
and outs of trading the hard way while losing his fortune and then making it all back. Decades
after its original publication, readers are still getting tremendous value from Livermore's
experience. This updated edition includes bonus chapters that reveal the exact methods that
Jessie Livermore used to make millions in the stock market. These chapters were based on a
series of interviews conducted by top financial writer Richard D. Wyckoff and include extensive
quotes from Livermore. Some of the topics he discusses include: how to identify what kinds of
stocks to buy and when, the psychology of trading and how to get into a winning mindset,
building a solid investment strategy that doesn't rely on trick or fads.
Douglas uncovers the underlying reasons for lack of consistency and helps traders overcome
the ingrained mental habits that cost them money. He takes on the myths of the market and
exposes them one by one teaching traders to look beyond random outcomes, to understand
the true realities of risk, and to be comfortable with the "probabilities" of market movement that
governs all market speculation.
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is adapted from a series of Saturday Evening Post articles
written by Edwin Lefevre in the 1920s. The book narrates Livermore s ascent from a boy
plunger to the most influential speculator on Wall Street. While much of the book is devoted to
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Livermore s experiences, a larger part of the book deals with trading wisdom and rules that
Livermore imparts through Lefevre. Years later, many trading and investing books repeat the
very same rules first enunciated by Livermore in Reminiscences, such as: go with the trend; no
stock is too high to buy or too low to sell; let your winners run and cut your losses short; make
your own decisions; and market history repeats itself. Interestingly, Livermore frequently
violated his own rules and usually lost money as a result. The enduring appeal to the book
rests in Livermore s view that the market is made up of people and the excesses of the market
reflect mass psychology and the mistakes of individuals are frequently the result of the inability
to control fear and greed. Thus, the views and lessons of Livermore continue to be relevant to
every new generation of investors and traders.
Noted technical analyst John Person outlines a comprehensive method to pinpointing today's
best trading opportunities The economy and stock market are heavily influenced by seasonal
factors. For example, a strong holiday buying season tends to be bullish for retail stocks or
rising energy costs hurt airline profitability. Awareness of seasonal trends in both the economy
and stock market can put you in a better position to profit from sectors and stocks that are
likely to outperform the overall market. And technical tools can then be used to confirm
emerging trends and time entries into these stocks and sectors. Mastering the Stock Market
provides authoritative insights into a method for trading stocks based on seasonal trends,
sector analysis, and market timing. Taking a top-down approach, the book explains how
seasonal supply/demand forces impact commodities and different sectors of the stock market.
After learning how to identify stock market sectors and commodity ETFs that are ripe for a big
move, you'll quickly discover how to use technical analysis to gauge the strength of the sector
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or commodity and then identify the strongest stocks and ETFs to trade. Along the way, you'll
also learn how to use the author's own indicators, Persons Pivots, to identify
support/resistance areas and pinpoint optimal entry and exit points. Outlines a proven technical
approach for trading stocks based on seasonal trends, sector analysis, and market timing
Breaks new ground in comparative relative strength, trading volume, breadth indicators, and
utilizing pivot analysis in conjunction with options expiration days to identify trading
opportunities Written by noted technical analyst John L. Person To successfully trade today's
markets you need to use a proven approach and have the discipline to effectively implement it.
Mastering the Stock Market has what you need to achieve these goals and capture consistent
profits along the way.
This investment classic now includes bonus chapters where Jesse Livermore reveals his
investment strategies and market insights. Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is a fictionalized
story based on the trading career of Jesse Livermore. It follows his journey from the age of 15
when he made his first $1,000 to becoming a Wall Street legend. See how he learned the ins
and outs of trading the hard way while losing his fortune and then making it all back. Decades
after its original publication, readers are still getting tremendous value from Livermore's
experience. This updated edition includes bonus chapters that reveal the exact methods that
Jessie Livermore used to make millions in the stock market. These chapters were based on a
series of interviews conducted by top financial writer Richard D. Wyckoff and include extensive
quotes from Livermore. Some of the topics he discusses include: ?How to identify what kinds
of stocks to buy and when ?The psychology of trading and how to get into a winning mindset
?Building a solid investment strategy that doesn't rely on trick or fads "A must-read classic for
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all investors, whether brand-new or experienced." -William O'Neil "I think it's the best book
that's ever been written about stock market speculation." -Michael Lewis
Boy Plunger is the first full-length biography of the legendary share trader, Jesse Livermore,
the most successful stock and commodities trader in the history of the stock market. He
became famous in the summer of 1929 when most people believed that the American stock
market would continue to rise forever as Wall Street was enjoyed an eight-year winning run.
Jesse Livermore started a process that would see him sell $450 million of shares short inside a
four week period. As he had forecast, the three 'black' days, Thursday 24th October, Monday
28th October and Tuesday 29th October, saw the market drop dramatically and in a week Wall
Street lost $30 billion of value. Livermore made nearly $100 million and overnight became one
of the richest men in the world. It remains, adjusted for inflation, the most money ever made by
any individual in a period of seven days.
A bestselling classic (more than 200,000 copies sold in hardcover and paperback) that delves
into the minds of some of the world's most successful traders.

Revered by many, reviled by some, technical analysis is the art and science of
deciphering price activity to better understand market behavior and identify trading
opportunities. In this accessible guide, Jack Schwager-perhaps the most recognized
and respected name in the field-demystifies technical analysis for beginning investors,
clearly explaining such basics as trends, trading ranges, chart patterns, stops, entry,
and exit and pyramiding approaches. The book's numerous examples and clear, simple
explanations provide a solid framework for using technical analysis to make better,
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more informed investment decisions and as the basis for mechanical trading systems.
Along with Schwager's invaluable trading rules and market observations culled from
years of real-world trading experience, Getting Started in Technical Analysis offers indepth coverage of: * Types of charts-bar, close-only, point-and-figure, candlestick. *
Chart patterns-one-day, continuation, top and bottom formations, the importance of
failed signals. * Trading systems-trend-following, counter-trend, pattern recognition. *
Charting and analysis software-price data issues, time frame/trading style
considerations, software research. * he planned trading approach-trading philosophy,
choosing markets, risk control strategies, establishing a trading routine.
"Reminiscences of a Stock Operator" is the most widely read, highly recommended
investment book ever. Generations of readers have found that it has more to teach
them about markets and people than years of experience. This is a timeless tale that
will enrich your life - and your portfolio.
We are experiencing a historic wealth-building opportunity, says David Lereah, chief
economist for the National Association of Realtors. As Lereah has predicted, the doubledigit appreciation boom–far from a real estate “bubble”–is winding down to a healthy
real estate expansion that will keep the long-term fundamentals for housing strong into
the foreseeable future. To ensure that you don’t miss out, Lereah provides the tools,
information, and analysis you need to become a savvy real estate investor.
The Market Wizards are back! Unknown Market Wizards continues in the three-decade
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tradition of the hugely popular Market Wizards series, interviewing exceptionally
successful traders to learn how they achieved their extraordinary performance results.
The twist in Unknown Market Wizards is that the featured traders are individuals trading
their own accounts. They are unknown to the investment world. Despite their
anonymity, these traders have achieved performance records that rival, if not surpass,
the best professional managers. Some of the stories include: - A trader who turned an
initial account of $2,500 into $50 million. - A trader who achieved an average annual
return of 337% over a 13-year period. - A trader who made tens of millions using a
unique approach that employed neither fundamental nor technical analysis. - A former
advertising executive who used classical chart analysis to achieve a 58% average
annual return over a 27-year trading span. - A promising junior tennis player in the UK
who abandoned his quest for a professional sporting career for trading and generated a
nine-year track record with an average annual return just under 300%. World-renowned
author and trading expert Jack D. Schwager is our guide. His trademark knowledgeable
and sensitive interview style encourages the Wizards to reveal the fascinating details of
their training, experience, tactics, strategies, and their best and worst trades. There are
dashes of humour and revelations about the human side of trading throughout. The
result is an engrossing new collection of trading wisdom, brimming with insights that
can help all traders improve their outcomes.
With new commentary and Insights on the life and times of Jesse Livermore
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Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the fictionalized biography of perhaps the most
famous financial speculator of all time-Jesse Livermore. This annotated edition bridges
the gap between Edwin Lefevre's fictionalized account of Livermore's life and the
actual, historical events, places, and people that populate the book. It also describes
the variety of trading approaches Livermore used throughout his life and analyzes his
psychological development as a trader and the lessons gained through hard
experiences. Analyzes legendary trader Jesse Livermore's strategies and explains how
they can be used in today's markets Provides factual details regarding the actual
companies Livermore traded in and the people who helped/hindered him along the way
Explains the structure and mechanics of the Livermore-era markets, including the
bucket shops and the commodity exchanges Includes more than 100 pages of new
material Reminiscences of a Stock Operator has endured over 70 years because
traders and investors continue to find lessons from Livermore's experiences that they
can apply to their own trading. This annotated edition will continue the trend.
Reminiscences of a Stock OperatorWiley
"This book is based upon the belief that the movements of prices on the exchanges are
dependent to a very large degree on the mental attitude of the investing and trading
public ... [and] is intended chiefly as a practical help to that considerable part of the
community which is interested, directly or indirectly, in the markets.--p. [3]

"Although Reminiscences...was first published some seventy years ago, its take
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on crowd psychology and market timing is a s timely as last summer's frenzy on
the foreign exchange markets." —Worth magazine "The most entertaining book
written on investing is Reminiscences of a Stock Operator, by Edwin Lefèvre, first
published in 1923." —The Seattle Times "After twenty years and many re-reads,
Reminiscences is still one of my all-time favorites." —Kenneth L. Fisher, Forbes "A
must-read classic for all investors, whether brand-new or experienced." —William
O'Neil, founder and Chairman, Investor's Business Daily "Whilst stock market
tomes have come and gone, this remains popular and in print eighty years on."
—GQ magazine First published in 1923, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the
most widely read, highly recommended investment book ever. Generations of
readers have found that it has more to teach them about markets and people
than years of experience. This is a timeless tale that will enrich your life—and your
portfolio.
"This is that rarity, a useful book."--Warren Buffett Howard Marks, the chairman
and cofounder of Oaktree Capital Management, is renowned for his insightful
assessments of market opportunity and risk. After four decades spent ascending
to the top of the investment management profession, he is today sought out by
the world's leading value investors, and his client memos brim with insightful
commentary and a time-tested, fundamental philosophy. Now for the first time, all
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readers can benefit from Marks's wisdom, concentrated into a single volume that
speaks to both the amateur and seasoned investor. Informed by a lifetime of
experience and study, The Most Important Thing explains the keys to successful
investment and the pitfalls that can destroy capital or ruin a career. Utilizing
passages from his memos to illustrate his ideas, Marks teaches by example,
detailing the development of an investment philosophy that fully acknowledges
the complexities of investing and the perils of the financial world. Brilliantly
applying insight to today's volatile markets, Marks offers a volume that is part
memoir, part creed, with a number of broad takeaways. Marks expounds on such
concepts as "second-level thinking," the price/value relationship, patient
opportunism, and defensive investing. Frankly and honestly assessing his own
decisions--and occasional missteps--he provides valuable lessons for critical
thinking, risk assessment, and investment strategy. Encouraging investors to be
"contrarian," Marks wisely judges market cycles and achieves returns through
aggressive yet measured action. Which element is the most essential?
Successful investing requires thoughtful attention to many separate aspects, and
each of Marks's subjects proves to be the most important thing.
Unknown to most modern-day investors and traders who cherish Reminiscences
of a Stock Operator as one of the most important investment books ever written,
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the material first appeared in the 1920s as a series of articles and illustrations in
the Saturday Evening Post. Now, for the first time ever, this beloved classic is
being made available in its original, illustrated format. You'll track the exploits of
Jesse Livermore as he won and lost tens of millions of dollars playing the stock
and commodities markets during the early 1900s. At one point, he made the then
astronomical sum of 10 million dollars in just one month of trading! Originally
published as a fictionalized account, the Illustrated Edition combines the
Saturday Evening Post's memorable illustrations with Edwin LeFevre's timeless
investment advice, recreating the look, feel, and message that was first published
more than 80 years ago. Among the most compelling and enduring pieces ever
written on trading, the new Illustrated Edition brings this story to life like never
before. Order your copy today.
The investment markets have never been more dangerous. Interest rates are at
all-time lows; the sanctity of cash deposits is under threat; government bonds are
expensive and offer ultra-low or negative yields; equity markets are largely
detached from reality after years of loose monetary policy. Investors need to
calibrate themselves to the realities of this extraordinary new environment so that
they can protect their wealth and, ideally, prosper. In Investing Through the
Looking Glass, longstanding portfolio manager and investment columnist Tim
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Price identifies and shatters a number of investment myths and misconceptions.
He questions whether stock markets inevitably rise over the longer term, whether
bonds continue to be relevant as a failsafe low-risk asset, whether professional
fund managers represent "smart money", and much more besides. But this is not
just a counsel of despair. Having identified the problems besetting today's
investor, the focus then moves on to practical guidance to help investors
preserve and grow their capital in this age of inflationary and deflationary
uncertainty. Tim Price provides ideas on how to find attractive investments in
distorted equity markets, on what might be the best-kept secret in finance, and
how best to insure portfolios in an environment of heightened systemic risk.
Investing Through the Looking Glass presents a route map for navigating one of
the most challenging financial environments that anyone has ever seen. For the
sake of your wealth, can you afford not to read it?
Nassim Nicholas Taleb's landmark Incerto series is an investigation of luck,
uncertainty, probability, opacity, human error, risk, disorder, and decision-making
in a world we don't understand, in nonoverlapping and standalone books. All four
volumes--Antifragile, The Black Swan, Fooled by Randomness, and the
expanded edition of The Bed of Procrustes, updated with more than 50 percent
new material--are now together in one boxed set. ANTIFRAGILE "Startling . . .
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richly crammed with insights, stories, fine phrases and intriguing asides."--The
Wall Street Journal Just as human bones get stronger when subjected to stress
and tension, many things in life benefit from disorder, volatility, and turmoil. What
Taleb has identified and calls "antifragile" is that category of things that not only
gain from chaos but need it in order to survive and flourish. The resilient resists
shocks and stays the same; the antifragile gets better and better. What is crucial
is that the antifragile loves errors, as it incurs small harm and large benefits from
them. Spanning politics, urban planning, war, personal finance, economic
systems, and medicine in an interdisciplinary and erudite style, Antifragile is a
blueprint for living in a Black Swan world. THE BLACK SWAN "[A book] that
altered modern thinking."--The Times (London) A black swan is a highly
improbable event with three principal characteristics: It is unpredictable; it carries
a massive impact; and, after the fact, we concoct an explanation that makes it
appear less random and more predictable. The astonishing success of Google
was a black swan; so was 9/11. In this groundbreaking and prophetic book, Taleb
shows that black swan events underlie almost everything about our world, from
the rise of religions to events in our own personal lives, and yet we--especially
the experts--are blind to them. FOOLED BY RANDOMNESS "[Fooled by
Randomness] is to conventional Wall Street wisdom approximately what Martin
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Luther's ninety-five theses were to the Catholic Church."--Malcolm Gladwell, The
New Yorker Are we capable of distinguishing the fortunate charlatan from the
genuine visionary? Must we always try to uncover nonexistent messages in
random events? Fooled by Randomness is about luck: more precisely, about
how we perceive luck in our personal and professional experiences. Set against
the backdrop of the most conspicuous forum in which luck is mistaken for
skill--the markets--Fooled by Randomness is an irreverent, eye-opening, and
endlessly entertaining exploration of one of the least understood forces in our
lives. THE BED OF PROCRUSTES "Taleb's crystalline nuggets of thought stand
alone like esoteric poems."--Financial Times This collection of aphorisms and
meditations expresses Taleb's major ideas in ways you least expect. The Bed of
Procrustes takes its title from Greek mythology: the story of a man who made his
visitors fit his bed to perfection by either stretching them or cutting their limbs.
With a rare combination of pointed wit and potent wisdom, Taleb plows through
human illusions, contrasting the classical views of courage, elegance, and
erudition against the modern diseases of nerdiness, philistinism, and phoniness.
The Success Secrets of a Stock Market Legend Jesse Livermore was a loner, an
individualist-and the most successful stock trader who ever lived. Written shortly
before his death in 1940, How to Trade Stocks offered traders their first account
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of that famously tight-lipped operator's trading system. Written in Livermore's
inimitable, no-nonsense style, it interweaves fascinating autobiographical and
historical details with step-by-step guidance on: Reading market and stock
behaviors Analyzing leading sectors Market timing Money management
Emotional control In this new edition of that classic, trader and top Livermore
expert Richard Smitten sheds new light on Jesse Livermore's philosophy and
methods. Drawing on Livermore's private papers and interviews with his family,
Smitten provides priceless insights into the Livermore trading formula, along with
tips on how to combine it with contemporary charting techniques. Also included is
the Livermore Market Key, the first and still one of the most accurate methods of
tracking and recording market patterns
Stan Weinstein's Secrets For Profiting in Bull and Bear Markets reveals his
successful methods for timing investments to produce consistently profitable
results. Topics include: Stan Weinstein's personal philosophy on investing The
ideal time to buy Refining the buying process Knowing when to sell Selling Short
Using the best long-term indicators to spot Bull and Bear markets Odds, ends,
and profits
Complete edition of Reminiscences of a Stock Operator by Edwin Lefèvre. An investment
classic for every trader that inspires and challenges financial readers today. "There is nothing
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like losing all you have in the world for teaching you what not to do."All students of human
nature, stocks, and market players should get this historic book. This 1923 edition is provided
in a slim volume with full text at an affordable price.
First published in 1923, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the most widely read, highly
recommended investment book ever. Generations of readers have found that it has more to
teach them about markets and people than years of experience. Among the most compelling
and enduring pieces ever written on trading, the new Illustrated Edition brings this story to life
like never before. "Although Reminiscences...was first published some seventy years ago, its
take on crowd psychology and market timing is as timely as last summer's frenzy on the
foreign exchange markets."?Worth magazine "The most entertaining book written on investing
is Reminiscences of a Stock Operator, by Edwin Lefèvre, first published in 1923."?The Seattle
Times "After twenty years and many re-reads, Reminiscences is still one of my all-time
favourites."?Kenneth L. Fisher, Forbes "A must-read classic for all investors, whether brandnew or experienced."?William O'Neil, founder and Chairman, Investor's Business Daily "Whilst
stock market tomes have come and gone, this remains popular and in print eighty years
on."?GQ magazine
It seemed to Fullerton F. Colwell, of the famous Stock-Exchange house of Wilson & Graves,
that he had done his full duty by his friend Harry Hunt. He was a director in a half score of
companies—financial débutantes which his firm had “brought out” and over whose stockmarket destinies he presided. His partners left a great deal to him, and even the clerks in the
office ungrudgingly acknowledged that Mr. Colwell was “the hardest worked man in the place,
barring none”—an admission that means much to those who know it is always the downtrodden
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clerks who do all the work and their employers who take all the profit and credit. Possibly the
important young men who did all the work in Wilson & Graves’ office bore witness to Mr.
Colwell’s industry so cheerfully, because Mr. Colwell was ever inquiring, very courteously,
and, above all, sympathetically, into the amount of work each man had to perform, and
suggesting, the next moment, that the laborious amount in question was indisputably
excessive. Also, it was he who raised salaries; wherefore he was the most charming as well as
the busiest man there. Of his partners, John G. Wilson was a consumptive, forever going from
one health resort to another, devoting his millions to the purchase of railroad tickets in the hope
of out-racing Death. George B. Graves was a dyspeptic, nervous, irritable, and, to boot,
penurious; a man whose chief recommendation at the time Wilson formed the firm had been
his cheerful willingness to do all the dirty work. Frederick R. Denton was busy in the “Board
Room”—the Stock Exchange—all day, executing orders, keeping watch over the market
behavior of the stocks with which the firm was identified, and from time to time hearing things
not meant for his ears, being the truth regarding Wilson & Graves. But Fullerton F. Colwell had
to do everything—in the stock market and in the office. He conducted the manipulation of the
Wilson & Graves stocks, took charge of the un-nefarious part of the numerous pools formed by
the firm’s customers—Mr. Graves attending to the other details—and had a hand in the actual
management of various corporations. Also, he conferred with a dozen people daily—chiefly “big
people,” in Wall Street parlance—who were about to “put through” stock-market “deals.” He
had devoted his time, which was worth thousands, and his brain, which was worth millions, to
disentangling his careless friend’s affairs, and when it was all over and every claim adjusted,
and he had refused the executor’s fees to which he was entitled, it was found that poor Harry
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Hunt’s estate not only was free from debt, but consisted of $38,000 in cash, deposited in the
Trolleyman’s Trust Company, subject to Mrs. Hunt’s order, and drawing interest at the rate of
2½ per cent per annum. He had done his work wonderfully well, and, in addition to the cash,
the widow owned an unencumbered house Harry had given her in his lifetime.
Livermore started trading in securities when he was fourteen years old. He made his first
thousand when a mere boy. He has practiced every device known to the active speculator,
studied every speculative theory, and dealt in about every active security listed on the New
York Stock Exchange. He has piled up gigantic fortunes from his commitments, lost them,
digested, started all over again—and piled up new fortunes. He has changed his market position
in the twinkling of an eye—sold out thousands of shares of long stock, and gone short of
thousands of shares more on a decision which required reading only the one word, “but,” in a
lengthy ticker statement. If his later experiences were not enough to catch the public fancy,
Livermore would have won it by his greatest feat of all: beating the bucket shops. Beating the
cheaters, in fact, was Livermore’s pet plan after things had gone against him and he was
forced to start anew on a small-lot basis.
How I Made 2,00,000 In The Stock Market Nicholas Darvas, author of How I Made 2,000,000
in the Stock Market, concluded that Wall Street was nothing more than a huge gambling
casino. It bristled with dealers, croupiers and touts--and he explained all of this in a later highly
successful book, Wall Street: The Other Las Vegas. How I Made 2,000,000 in the Stock
Market is an extraordinary book. It tells one of the most unusual success stories in the history
of the stock market. Darvas was not a stock market professional trading on inside information.
He was one half of the highest paid dance team in show business. Ye he was able to make
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himself a millionaire several times over by his unique investment approach. Unlike other
so--called systems, it worked regardless of whether the market rose or fell. When news of
Darvas' fantastic profits and methods leaked out, he was featured in Time Magazine. He then
was persuaded to write a book which became an instant hit, selling nearly 200,00 copies in
eight weeks. Many of the companies talked about in this book no longer exist. Many of the
stocks are no longer traded. Nevertheless, the basic principles are as sound as ever.
First published in 1923, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the fictionalized biography of
Jesse Livermore, one of the greatest speculators ever. Reminiscences remains the most
widely read, highly recommended investment book ever written. Generations of investors have
found that it has more to teach them about themselves and other investors than years of
experience in the market. This is a timeless tale that will enrich the lives - and portfolios - of
today's investors as it has those of generations past.
A classic collection of titles featuring one of the world'sgreatest traders: Jesse Livermore Jesse
Livermore won and lost tens of millions of dollars playingthe stock and commodities markets
during the early 1900s, at onepoint making ten million dollars in one month of
trading—anastronomical sum for this time. His ideas and keen analyses ofmarket price
movements are as true today as they were when he firstimplemented them. Now, for the first
time ever, TheReminiscences of a Stock Operator Collection brings togetherthree classic titles
based on this unique individual and offersprofound insights into his motivations, attitudes,
andstrategies. Reminiscences of a Stock Operator, the fictionalizedbiography of Jesse
Livermore, has endured over seventy yearsbecause traders and investors continue to find
lessons fromLivermore's experiences that they can apply to their ownendeavors
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Reminiscences of a Stock Operator, Illustrated Editionreproduces the original articles by Edwin
Lefèvre and drawingsby M.L. Blumenthal published in the Saturday Evening Post inthe 1920s
Reminiscences of a Stock Operator, Annotated Editionbridges the gap between Edwin
Lefevre's fictionalized account ofLivermore's life and the actual, historical events, places,
andpeople that populate the book. Throughout the book there are notesthat detail the actual
companies, people, or situations thatLivermore encountered Engaging and informative, this
collection provides a completepicture of Livermore's life and trading strategies, and
offerstremendous value to today's serious investor or trader.

Welcome to the world of Martin "Buzzy" Schwartz, Champion Trader--the man
whose nerves of steel and killer instinct in the canyons of Wall Street earned him
the well-deserved name "Pit Bull." This is the true story of how Schwartz became
the best of the best, of the people and places he discovered along the way and of
the trader’s tricks and techniques he used to make his millions.
"[An] extraordinary tale"—Wall Street Journal "Compelling [and]
engaging"—Financial Times "Magnificently detailed yet pacy...Think Trading
Places meets Wall Street"—Sunday Times (UK) The riveting story of a trading
prodigy who amassed $70 million from his childhood bedroom—until the US
government accused him of helping trigger an unprecedented market collapse
On May 6, 2010, financial markets around the world tumbled simultaneously and
without warning. In the span of five minutes, a trillion dollars of valuation was lost.
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The Flash Crash, as it became known, represented what was then the fastest
drop in market history. When share values rebounded less than half an hour
later, experts around the globe were left perplexed. What had they just
witnessed? Navinder Singh Sarao hardly seemed like a man who would shake
the world's financial markets to their core. Raised in a working-class
neighborhood in West London, Nav was a preternaturally gifted trader who
played the markets like a computer game. By the age of thirty, he had left behind
London's "trading arcades," working instead out of his childhood home. For years
the money poured in. But when lightning-fast electronic traders infiltrated markets
and started eating into his profits, Nav built a system of his own to fight back. It
worked—until 2015, when the FBI arrived at his door. Depending on whom you
ask, Sarao was a scourge, a symbol of a financial system run horribly amok, or a
folk hero who took on the tyranny of Wall Street and the high-frequency traders.
A real-life financial thriller, Flash Crash uncovers the remarkable, behind-thescenes narrative of a mystifying market crash, a globe-spanning investigation into
international fraud, and a man at the center of them both.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential
ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will
discover the rules of speculation through the mistakes and reflections of Jesse
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Livermore, legendary Wall Street speculator. You will also discover : that
speculation is a game driven by the market, woe betide anyone who thinks he
can beat it; that the pipes or the press are rarely trustworthy; that successful
speculation goes hand in hand with a calm and liberated mind; that while the
market evolves with the times, the game itself remains unchanged, and human
nature tends to repeat the same mistakes over and over again. Jesse Livermore
(1877-1940) was one of the greatest speculators of his time. Self-taught, he
began his career at the age of 14 as a stockbroker and managed to reign on Wall
Street after many setbacks. His memoirs, written by Edwin Lefèvre, retrace his
career in detail and present, through the analysis of his mistakes, the rules of
stock market speculation. Published in 1923, they remain a fundamental book
where the experienced stockbroker recalls his own experience, where the
beginner learns how to improve his practices and where the curious discover a
fascinating universe in which the game makes and undoes fortunes. You wish to
invest in the stock market? Are you tired of your colossal losses or derisory
gains? Stop being a sucker and adopt the attitude of a well-informed speculator!
*Buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
For the first time, these two works attributed to the great Jesse Livermore are
presented together in one volume with a new foreword by Juliette Rogers. Both
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contain interesting insights into Livermore's life and times as well as the reasons
for his success. They remain classics and must reads for every new aspirant in
the world of speculation. The two books in this volume were written in the early
1920s, when Livermore was already famous but still ascending to the peak of his
wealth. The nightmare of World War I was fading, and the United States had
successfully transitioned from a wartime economy into a peacetime powerhouse.
Americans became enamored of cars, telephones, radios, and movies. A
newfound fascination with celebrities extended beyond film stars and athletes to
the rich and powerful. People wanted to know how Wall Street wizards like Jesse
Livermore spun their magic. The first book, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator
by Edwin Lefèvre, offers keen insight while at the same time adding to the
Livermore enigma. Reminiscences is the first-person narrative of a fictional
speculator named Larry Livingston, whose life events happen to match precisely
those of Jesse Livermore. As a financial journalist, biographer, and novelist,
Edwin Lefèvre gave his readers their much-desired glimpse into the lofty world of
Wall Street elites. He wrote eight other books, but none matched the success of
Reminiscences, which has remained in print since 1923 and been translated into
numerous languages. Even the understated former Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan once called it "a font of investing wisdom." In true Livermore
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fashion, the book itself remains something of a mystery. Specifically, over the
decades many readers have wondered if the book's author was not Lefèvre, but
none other than Jesse Livermore. The two men were long acquainted and may
have traded useful information over the years. A 1967 biography claims that
Livermore, shortly before his death, acknowledged writing Reminiscences with
guidance from Lefèvre, who served as "editor and coach." This revelation came
to the biographer secondhand and without confirmation, so the mystery
continues. However, attentive readers may note the narrator's especially gleeful
tone whenever windfalls are made or old scores are settled, suggesting a
connection more personal than professional. In the years following these
publications, Livermore continued to burnish his legend. A 1924 run-up in wheat
prices squeezed him out of $3 million, but the following year he recovered his
losses and added tremendous profit when the wheat market collapsed. Of
course, in this era of modest regulation, markets were vulnerable to manipulation
and Livermore--by now nicknamed the "Great Bear of Wall Street"--did not
eschew such tactics.
SUPERANNO In this fully updated edition, trend following expert Michael Covel
introduces the traders and fund managers who have been using this strategy for
decades, adding brand-new profiles such as David Harding, who manages $10
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billion plus dollars through his London-based trend following firm. Then, Covel
walks you through all the concepts and techniques you need to use trend
following yourself. One step at a time, one simple chart at a time, you'll learn how
to understand price movements well enough to profit from them consistently--in
any market. Original.
For the first time, these two works attributed to the great Jesse Livermore are
presented together in one volume with a new foreword by Juliette Rogers. Both
contain interesting insights into Livermore's life and times as well as the reasons
for his success. They remain classics and must reads for every new aspirant in
the world of speculation. The two books in this volume were written in the early
1920s, when Livermore was already famous but still ascending to the peak of his
wealth. The nightmare of World War I was fading, and the United States had
successfully transitioned from a wartime economy into a peacetime powerhouse.
Americans became enamored of cars, telephones, radios, and movies. A
newfound fascination with celebrities extended beyond film stars and athletes to
the rich and powerful. People wanted to know how Wall Street wizards like Jesse
Livermore spun their magic. The first book, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator
by Edwin Lefèvre, offers keen insight while at the same time adding to the
Livermore enigma. Reminiscences is the first-person narrative of a fictional
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speculator named Larry Livingston, whose life events happen to match precisely
those of Jesse Livermore. As a financial journalist, biographer, and novelist,
Edwin Lefèvre gave his readers their much-desired glimpse into the lofty world of
Wall Street elites. He wrote eight other books, but none matched the success of
Reminiscences, which has remained in print since 1923 and been translated into
numerous languages. Even the understated former Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan once called it "a font of investing wisdom." In true Livermore
fashion, the book itself remains something of a mystery. Specifically, over the
decades many readers have wondered if the book's author was not Lefèvre, but
none other than Jesse Livermore. The two men were long acquainted and may
have traded useful information over the years. A 1967 biography claims that
Livermore, shortly before his death, acknowledged writing Reminiscences with
guidance from Lefèvre, who served as "editor and coach." This revelation came
to the biographer secondhand and without confirmation, so the mystery
continues. However, attentive readers may note the narrator's especially gleeful
tone whenever windfalls are made or old scores are settled, suggesting a
connection more personal than professional. In the years following these
publications, Livermore continued to burnish his legend. A 1924 run-up in wheat
prices squeezed him out of $3 million, but the following year he recovered his
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losses and added tremendous profit when the wheat market collapsed. Of
course, in this era of modest regulation, markets were vulnerable to manipulation,
and Livermore--by now nicknamed the "Great Bear of Wall Street"--did not
eschew such tactics.
Written by one of America's most colorful and flamboyant speculators, who
made... and lost... four multi-million dollar fortunes. He was once blamed for
causing the 1929 Crash, and for precipitating every market break from 1917 to
1940. This book is Livermore's legacy to the speculator for all time, in which he
states his philosophy of trading and lays down the list of rules that are necessary
to win at the speculative process. This valuable book by a Wall Street great is a
collector's item.
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